COMPLETE ULTIMATE GROWLER
Packing List

1 D53 Micro Regulator
(attached to Q32 Ultimate Dispense Head)
1 I53 Ultimate Growler
1 B36 16 Gram C02 Cartridge

1. Assembly

WARNING!
• Keep C02 cartridges away from
temperatures over 110°F. or they
may explode.
•Keep out of reach of children.

•Do not discharge Push Button
First remove the Growler lid by
Injector towards face or body.
pulling the wire attached to the cap
out so the hook is clear of the lower
•For use with C02 cartridges only,
wire loop. Do this for both sides. Now not for use with high pressure nitroplace the disgen or argon cartridges.
pense head on
the growler, and
pull the hook wire attached to
the dispense head out until it
Upper
hooks
pops into the lower wire loop.
in loops
Do this for both sides so it
ready to
looks like the above picture.
seal.
Now rinse throughly before
filling with beer.
2. Fill with beer and seal
2a. After filling the growler and sealing, the next
step is to load the Micro Regulator with C02.
2b. First turn the top knob of the Micro Regulator
counterclockwise so 0 lines up with the arrow (this
turns the gas off).
2c. Now screw the threaded C02 cartridge in quickly
until it is pierced and you hear hissing. Continue
screwing quickly to avoid wasting C02.
2d. Now, with the beer cold and the lid sealed, turn up the gas to a maximum of 5
PSI to dispense.

3. Dispensing and Cleanup
For best results dispense with the beer cold and keep the dispensing pressure at 5
PSI or less. A safety relief valve (the white nylon nut) will release pressure if you go
over 8 PSI. After use, rinse thoroughly and leave open to dry. Open the black cobra
beer tap after use and flush warm water through it to clean the beer line.
4. Versatility
The Micro Regulator includes a 74 gram C02 cartridge adapter, so you can use larger
cartridges as well as the popular 16 gram threaded cartridges. Install by unscrewing
the 16 gram adapter from the base of the regulator, and screw the 74 gram adapter
in tightly with a 7/8” wrench.
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